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Abstract

The production and decay of beauty baryons (b-baryons) have been studied
using 1:7 � 106 Z hadronic decays collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP.
Three di�erent techniques were used to identify the b-baryons. The �rst method
used pairs of a � and a lepton to tag the b-baryon decay. The second method

associated fully reconstructed �c baryons with leptons. The third analysis re-
constructed the b-baryon decay points by forming secondary vertices from iden-
ti�ed protons and muons of opposite sign. Using these methods the following
production rates were measured:

f(b! b-baryon)� BR(b-baryon ! �s`��`X) = (0:30 � 0:06� 0:04)%;

f(b! b-baryon)� BR(b-baryon! �c`��`X) = (1:18 � 0:26+0:31�0:21)%;

f(b ! b-baryon)�BR(b-baryon! p����X) = (0:49 � 0:11�+0:15
�0:11)%:

The average b-baryon lifetime was determined to be:

� = 1:21+:21�:18(stat:)� 0:04(exp:syst:)+:02�:07(th:syst:) ps.

(To be submitted to Zeit. f. Physik C)
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1 Introduction

The �b baryon was �rst observed in the exclusive decay �b ! �J= by the UA1
experiment at the Sp�pS collider [1]. Evidence for its production in Z hadronic decays has
been reported by the LEP experiments [2,3]. They attributed the observed correlation
between �'s and leptons (`'s) to �b decays. Measurements of the average b-baryon lifetime

have been recently published [3,4]. Its precise determination tests the theory of heavy
quark decays and the simple quark-spectator model. This is of particular interest for the
beauty quark [5] where, due to the high b-quark mass, the theoretical predictions based
on perturbative expansions are less uncertain than those for charm decays.

This paper extends the previous analysis [3] and adds two new semileptonic decay
channels, based on the detection of a �c or a fast proton (p) in the same jet as a high
transverse momentum lepton. The �` channel provides a clear signature for b-baryon
production but the position of the b-baryon decay vertex is precisely determined with
relatively low e�ciency. The �c` channel provides the purest b-baryon sample. Finally

the p` channel relies on the particle identi�cation capabilities of DELPHI.

2 The DELPHI Detector

The DELPHI detector has been described in detail elsewhere [6]. Both charged particle

tracking through the uniform axial �eld and particle identi�cation are important in this
analysis. The detector elements used for tracking are: the Vertex Detector (VD), the
Inner Detector (ID), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Outer Detector (OD).
The other important detectors are: the the Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH)
for hadron identi�cation, the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (HPC) and the muon
chambers for lepton identi�cation. The ionization loss dE=dx measurements in the TPC
are also used for particle identi�cation.

The VD, consisting of 3 cylindrical layers of silicon detectors (radii 6, 8 and 11 cm),
provides up to 3 hits per track (or more in small overlapping regions) in the polar angle

range 43o < � < 137o. The intrinsic resolution of the VD points is �8�m, measured only
in the plane transverse to the beam direction (r� plane). The precision on the impact
parameter with respect to the primary vertex of a track having hits associated in the VD
is �26�m, measured in dimuon Z events.

Charged particle tracks were reconstructed with 95% e�ciency and with a momentum
resolution �p=p < 2:0� 10�3p (GeV/c). The primary vertex of the e+e� interaction was
reconstructed on an event-by-event basis using a beam spot constraint. The position of
the primary vertex could be determined in this way to a precision of about 40�m (slightly
dependent on the avour of the primary quark-antiquark pair) in the plane transverse

to the beam direction. In this plane secondary vertices from beauty and charm decays
were reconstructed with a precision of �300�m along the ight direction of the decaying
particles. The � ! p� decays could be reconstructed if the distance (in the r� plane)
between the � decay point and primary vertex was less than 90 cm. This condition meant
that the proton and pion had track segments at least 20 cm long in the TPC.

Hadron identi�cation relied on the speci�c ionization in the TPC and on the RICH
detector. The dE=dx measurement had a precision of �7% in the momentum range
4 < p < 25 GeV/c. The RICH detector [7] consisted of a liquid radiator which provided

p=K=� separation in the intermediate momentum region 2{8 GeV/c, and a gas radiator
which worked in veto mode for proton selection in the region 8{15 GeV/c and separated
protons from kaons for momenta less than 30 GeV/c.
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The barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (HPC), covered the polar angle region 46� <

� < 134�, and detected electrons with an energy precision �E=E = 0:25=
p
E(GeV ).

Two planes of muon chambers covered the polar angle region 20� < � < 160�, except
for two regions of �3� around � = 42� and � = 138�. The �rst layer was inside the return
yoke of the magnet, after 90 cm of iron, while the second was mounted outside the yoke,
behind a further 20 cm of iron.

3 Lepton selection and hadron identi�cation

Hadronic events from Z decays were selected by requiring a charged multiplicity greater

than 4 and a total reconstructed energy greater than 0.12
p
s; charged particles were

required to have a momentum greater than 0.4 GeV/c and polar angle between 20o and
160o. The overall trigger and selection e�ciency was 0:950�0:011 [8]. Lepton candidates
in these events were used in the analysis if their momentum was greater than 3 GeV/c.

3.1 Electron Identi�cation

The probability of any track being due to an electron was calculated using the spatial
separation between the extrapolated position of a track at the HPC and the position of
the nearest electro-magnetic shower, a match between the measured energy and the track
momentum and a successful �t to the longitudinal pro�le of the shower in the 9 HPC
layers [9]. Tracks with a �2 probability greater than 4% for this electron hypothesis were

retained for further analysis. The �nal electron sample was obtained by using additional
information from the TPC and RICH. The dE=dx measurement in the TPC was used to
check that the speci�c ionization for the track was consistent with that expected from
electrons with a probability of at least 2%. Also, when the gas RICH was sensitive it
was required to show at least one associated photoelectron at the correct angle for the
electron hypothesis. Electrons arising from photon conversions were removed by a vertex
�t to pairs of electron candidates. If the e+e� invariant mass was reconstructed to be less
than 20 MeV/c2 the pair was assumed to be a converted photon. Using this procedure the
electron identi�cation e�ciency in the HPC �ducial volume was found to be (62 � 1)%,

with a hadron misidenti�cation probability of (1:5 � 0:4)%.

3.2 Muon Identi�cation

The identi�cation of muons relied on the muon chambers. Tracks were extrapolated to
the muon chambers and a global �2 of the track was used to de�ne a re�tting procedure
which took into account the multiple scattering between the inner tracking devices and
the muon chambers. At least 1 hit in the chamber layer outside the iron yoke and
a �2=ndof < 5 were required (< 6 in the forward region). The corresponding muon
identi�cation e�ciency was (81 � 1)% in the barrel and (82 � 2)% in the end-caps, with
hadron misidenti�cation probabilities of (1:01� 0:05)% and (1:15� 0:08)% respectively.

3.3 Hadron Identi�cation using the RICH

Particle identi�cation using the DELPHI RICH detector has been described in detail
elsewhere [10]. The three analyses presented in this paper used protons with momentum

range well above the pion threshold in the gas radiator of 2.5 GeV/c. Above this threshold,
the gas radiator worked in veto-mode for p=� separation up to 16 GeV/c, with 75%
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e�ciency and a pion rejection factor of 15. A K=p separation with the same background
rejection power was ensured in this mode of operation between 8.5 GeV/c, the gas radiator

threshold for kaons, and 16 GeV/c. Above this energy, identi�cation was provided by the
measurement of the Cherenkov angle of the detected photons using a \ring identi�cation
mode" algorithm [10], with 80% e�ciency and rejection factors 5-10. This algorithm was
also applied to the liquid radiator data, which provided complementary information for
K=� and K=p separation in the momentum range 1-7 GeV/c. The RICH was operational
for 25% of the 1991 data, 60% of the 1992 data and nearly 90% of the 1993 data sample
(gas radiator only).

4 �` Channel

The analysis of events with a � and a lepton is based on about 1.7 � 106 Z hadronic
decays collected in the years 1991 - 1993. Decays of b-baryons with a �` pair in the
�nal state originate mainly from the decay chain: b-baryon ! �c`�X;�c ! �X. These
decays have the following properties: the lepton has high transverse and longitudinal

momentum, the � has a harder momentum spectrum than the � produced in light quark
fragmentation and the �` pair has the right sign i.e. p`� rather than p`+, where p is
the proton from the � decay. In the following the lepton transverse momentum (pT )
is computed, if not otherwise stated, with respect to the jet axis de�ned including the
lepton in the jet. Charged particles are clustered into jets using the LUND jet �nding
algorithm [11] (routine LUCLUS) with a clustering mass parameter equal to 2.5 GeV/c2.

Semileptonic B meson decays, such as B ! �c
�N`��X (where �N is an antibaryon),

can also contribute to an excess in right sign pairs. This was estimated to be negligible,
under the conservative assumption that 100% of b quarks hadronize to a B meson, using

the 90% CL upper limitBR( �B ! p`��X) < 1:6 10�3 [12] and the CLEO result that 30%
of the protons produced in B decays come from � particles [13]. This conclusion takes
into account the fact that the e�ciency of the selection cuts described below (section 4.2)
for this channel is smaller by a factor 3 than for the b-baryon decay.

Background events from direct c-quark production through the c! �c ! �`�X decay
chain have protons and the leptons of the same sign; in addition, the lepton pT spectrum
is softer. A quantitative analysis of the background based on detailed simulation of Z
hadronic events is discussed in section 4.3.

4.1 � selection

In the search for � ! p� decay all pairs of opposite sign charged particles with
momentum 0:1 < p < 30 GeV/c were considered. A candidate � vertex was formed if
the minimum separation in the r� plane of the two tracks was less than 3 mm and if
their perigee separation in the beam direction was less than 5 mm. If the same track was

associated with more than one vertex only the vertex with the largest decay length (in
the r� projection) was used. For decays inside the beam pipe at least one vertex detector
hit was required per track. Only combinations where the vertex was closer to the primary
vertex than the starting point of both tracks were kept.

Particle identi�cation greatly improved the background rejection with negligible loss
in e�ciency. The identi�cation criteria using the dE=dx measurement in the TPC and
the selections for rejection of  conversions and K0 decays are described previously [3]. If
the extrapolation of the track of charged particle with highest momentum (assumed to be
the proton) to the RICH was in the sensitive volume of the detector and the RICH was
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operational, the identi�cation algorithm described in section 3.3 was used. To improve
the signal-to-noise ratio further, the following kinematic selection criteria were applied:

the angle in the r� plane between the line of ight and the reconstructed � momentum
was required to be smaller than 2� and the probability for the lifetime of the � decay
candidate to be greater than that observed was required to be greater than 4%.

Figure 1a shows the p� invariant mass distribution for the remaining candidates with
momentum greater than 4 GeV/c. In this sample the �tted � signal was 22793 � 556
decays, with a � mass mean value of 1114:9 � 0:1 MeV/c2 and a measured width of
4:1� 0:6 MeV/c2.

The momentum distribution for the reconstructed � candidates with the background
subtracted is shown in �gure 1.b for the mass range from 1106 to 1126 MeV/c2. It is

compared with the prediction of the DELPHI simulation program using the JETSET
7.3 model [14] with the results analysed using the same programs as the real data. The
�! p� reconstruction e�ciency from the simulation, shown in �gure 1c, was (20�1)% for
p > 4 GeV/c. This increase in e�ciency compared with the previous DELPHI publication
[3] is due to improved pattern recognition.

4.2 �` Correlations

To select � and leptons coming from the �b decay chain, the following criteria were
applied: the momentum of the � candidate was required to be greater than 4 GeV/c and
the momentum of the lepton greater than 3 GeV/c. The lepton was only used if it was
in the same jet as the � and its pT was greater than 0.5 GeV/c. The mass of the �`
combination was required to lie in the range 1.9 to 5.0 GeV/c2 and the �` pairs were only
selected for analysis if their total momentumwas greater than 9 GeV/c. In the simulation

the above procedure reduced background sources of �` pairs by more than two orders of
magnitude [3] and selected �b ! �`�X decays (provided the � was reconstructed) with
an e�ciency of (50 � 3)%.

The p� invariant mass spectra in the data for the right and wrong sign �` pairs are
shown by the dots in �gures 2.a and 2.b, together with the result of a �t to the data using
a Gaussian function and a polynomial background. The �t gives a signal of (234 � 20)
�'s in the right sign pairs and (112 � 19) �'s in the wrong sign pairs. The histograms
show the corresponding distributions from simulation normalized to the total number of
hadronic Z events. The yield of genuine �'s predicted by the simulation is shown by

the single hatched area; the double hatched areas show the simulation prediction for the
� coming from a b-baryon decay.

The simulation assumed a �b production rate f(b ! �b) � Br(�b ! �`�X) = 0:3%
and a combined �b and �b production rate of 0.03 %. It also predicted a small signal
in the wrong sign pair combinations, due to �c ! �`�X decays and to the associated
production of �b + �� in which the �� was reconstructed and associated with the lepton.

4.3 Branching Ratios

As shown in �gures 2.a,b, the simulation included a large number of �'s coming from
sources other than b-baryon decays, in both right and wrong sign combinations. The
absolute value was model dependent and was not used in this analysis. However the
ratio (R = 1:0 � 0:1) of the background level of �'s in the two distributions in �gures
2.a and 2.b was assumed to be correct. The statistical error of 0.1 on this ratio was
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included in the systematic error on the production rate. Moreover, a small b-baryon
signal (15 � 5% of the signal in the right sign sample) was predicted in the wrong sign

pair sample. Thus, to estimate the b-baryon yield in the right sign sample, the � signal
in wrong sign combinations was subtracted from the signal in �gure 2a and the result
scaled by the correction factor C = 1=(0:85 � 0:05). This led to a total b-baryon signal
of 144 � 33(stat:)� 14(syst:) events.

For the analysis of the �� pairs, a hadronic data sample in which the TPC and the
barrel and forward muon chambers were more than 90% operational was used. This
selected 1,620,000 Z events. The overall e�ciency for the �� channel was (4:4 � 0:4)%.
The estimated number of b-baryons in this sample (118� 27� 12) leads to a production
rate:

f(b! b-baryon)�Br(b-baryon! ���X) = (0:36 � 0:07+0:05�0:04)%.

For the analysis of the �e pairs, the hadronic data sample in which the TPC and HPC
were more than 90% operational was used; this requirement selected 1,589,000 Z events.
The overall e�ciency for the �e channel was (2:0 � 0:3)%. The estimated number of
b-baryons in the sample was (26 � 19 � 3), giving a production rate:

f(b! b-baryon)�Br(b-baryon! �e�X) = (0:18� 0:12+0:03�0:02)%.

Assuming lepton universality, these results may be averaged to give:

f(b! b-baryon) �Br(b-baryon! �`�X) = (0:30 � 0:06� 0:04)%.

Table 1 shows the contributions from di�erent sources to the total systematic uncer-
tainty. The e�ciency of the selection de�ned by the kinematic cuts discussed in section
4.2 was dependent on the momentum spectrum, the polarization and the decay model
assumed for the b-baryon. The polarization value quoted in the table is the central one

of the allowed range [-0.936, 0.0], where the lower limit is the Standard Model predic-
tion for the polarization of the original b quark, assuming sin2�W = 0:23. The b-baryon
semileptonic decay was simulated in the framework of Heavy Quark E�ective Theory [15]
using the following parameterization of the Isgur-Wise function:

�(!) = exp[aIW (1� !)];

where ! = v�b � v�c and v�b (v�c) is the b-baryon (c-baryon) 4-velocity. A further e�ect
arose if resonant and non-resonant �b ! �cn�`� decays were an important fraction
of the total width, where n is a positive integer. Finally, di�erent assumptions about

the �c ! �X branching fractions gave negligible e�ects on the overall e�ciency. As
can be seen from the table, the dominant contribution to the systematic error comes
from the background subtraction procedure used to eliminate accidental �` correlations.
The above result can be compared with the previous determination by DELPHI [3]:
f(b! �b)�Br(�b ! �`�X) = (0:41 � 0:13(stat:)� 0:09(syst:))%.

Figure 3a shows the right-sign � momentum spectrum after the subtraction of the
wrong sign � sample for the data (dots); the superimposed histogram, showing the simu-
lation prediction for the momentum of reconstructed � originating from a b-baryon, was
in good agreement with the observed spectrum. Similar plots for the lepton pT spectrum,
the sum of the lepton and � momenta and the �` invariant mass are shown in �gures
3.b-d.
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Table 1: Contributions to the total systematic uncertainty on the b-baryon production
rate times its branching ratio to �`�X.

Source variation level Syst:uncertainty(�102)
lepton identi�cation e�ciency �2% �0:006
� reconstruction e�ciency 0:20 � 0:01 �0:016
background subtraction � �0:032

< Eb > =Ebeam 0:70 � 0:03 �0:009
�(!) = exp[aIW (1� !)] aIW = 1:7+3:3�1:7 �0:008

�b polarization �0:47� 0:47 �0:013
BR(�b ! �c`�n�)=BR(�b ! �c`�) 0! 0:3 +0:020

total syst: uncertainty � +0:045
�0:040

4.4 Measurement of b-baryon lifetime

The analysis followed the method previously used [3] and was based on the muon
sample only. Since the extrapolation of the � ight direction to the interaction region
was not precise enough to separate secondary from tertiary vertices in the b-baryon decay
chain, a unique secondary vertex was reconstructed using the �, the correlated high pT
muon and an oppositely charged particle (assumed to be a pion) with momentum greater
than 0.4 GeV/c . The muon and the candidate pion were required to have at least 2
associated hits in the microvertex detector. To reduce the combinatorial background, the
(���) invariant mass was required to be less than 5.6 GeV/c2 and the (��) invariant
mass to be less than 2.4 GeV/c2. Furthermore, the contribution of the muon and pion
track to the �2 of the vertex was required to be less than 3.5 and the contribution of
the � ight path less than 5. In case of more than one reconstructed vertex, the vertex
with the pion of highest momentum was chosen. Out of 240 right sign �� events with
1:106 < M(p�) < 1:126 GeV/c2, 63 decay vertices were reconstructed.

This procedure selected b-baryons in which the subsequent charmed particle in the
decay chain had a small decay length with respect to the resolution of secondary vertices.
In simulated data this did not introduce any sizeable bias in the decay length distribution
of the b-baryon; the e�ciency was 40%, and in 90% of the cases the candidate pion
associated with the vertex originated from the �b decay chain.

The b-baryon purity of the sample after the vertex reconstruction, Fs, was determined
from the data by a �t to the mass plots for the right and wrong sign correlations (�gures
4.a,b). Assuming an equal number of background events in both samples, the �t gave
Fs = (61� 7)%.

Background events came from fake vertices, whose lifetime distribution had an average
value of zero and a Gaussian spread determined by the detector resolution, and from sec-
ondary vertices originating from charm baryon and B meson decays (0flying background0

component). The latter component was predicted by the simulation to be (80� 10)% of
the background, both in the right and wrong sign pairs. Its average lifetime was deter-
mined from the data using a larger sample of candidate decays reconstructed in the high
pT muon events, as described in [3].

The b-baryon momentumwas estimated from the total momentum ptot of the decaying

particles using the residual energy technique. The residual energy was computed by
subtracting the energy associated with the b-baryon candidate (the �, the muon and the
pion energy) from the total energy associated with charged particles in the hemisphere
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containing the � and the lepton, de�ned by the plane perpendicular to ptot. The b-
baryon energy was estimated by subtracting this residual energy from the beam energy.

The energy associated with all neutral particles in the hemisphere was by de�nition
associated with the b-baryon by this method. The charged pions from the b-baryon decay
chain may be wrongly included in the residual energy computation. As discussed in
[3], the two e�ects nearly compensate, the correction factor computed in the simulation
to reproduce the generated spectrum being on average 0:97 for unpolarized b-baryons.
Sources of systematic error on this factor are the uncertainties on the b-baryon mass and
polarization, its momentum spectrum and semi-leptonic decay modes. Their e�ect on
the �nal lifetime result is listed in table 2. The resolution of the b-baryon momentum
predicted by the simulation was 11%, as shown in �gure 5. The e�ect of the non-Gaussian

tails of the distribution on the �nal result of the lifetime �t was found to be negligible
(see below).

A maximum likelihood �t was performed simultaneously to the lifetime distribution
of the 63 events of the signal sample and to the one of the background vertices described
above (300 events) with the likelihood function [3]:

L = ��i ln[f(ti; �i; �; �bck)];

with

f(ti; �i; �; �bck) = Fse
(�2i =2�

2�ti=�) � erf
�
�i=� � ti=�i)=

p
2
�
=2� + (1� Fs)��

Ffbe
(�2i =2�

2

bck
�ti=�bck) � erf

�
�i=�bck � ti=�i)=

p
2
�
=2�bck + Fnfe

�t2i =2�
2

i

�

where � and �bck are the signal and background lifetimes; �i is the error on the measured
decay time ti; the normalization constant Fs for the signal fraction was �xed to the �tted
value of the b-baryon purity discussed above; �nally, Ffb was the normalization constant

for the background fraction from B;D meson decays and Fnf = 1�Ffb is the fraction of
\non-ying" background. The three parameter �t to the 63 decays in the ���X channel,
gave the result:

� (b-baryon)= 1:12+0:30�0:23 ps

with a background lifetime �bck = 1:62+0:14�0:10 ps and Ffb = 0:79 � 0:03, in agreement with
the simulation. The lifetime distributions for the signal events and for the background,
together with the probability functions resulting from the �t, are shown in �gures 4.c,d.
The uncertainties on the magnitude of the ying background and on its lifetime are
accounted for in the statistical error of the �t result. The correlation matrix is shown
in table 3, where the small anticorrelation between the signal and background lifetimes

is quanti�ed. The di�erent contribution to the systematic uncertainty are listed in table
2. The �rst comes from the uncertainty on the sample composition, while the others
a�ect the estimation of the b-baryon momentum. The assumed value of the average b-
baryon mass, Mbar, was shifted with respect to the measured mass of the �b, M(�b) =
5640�50MeV=c2 [1], to take into account the contribution to the observed decay channel
of the production of �b particle (measured to be 5 times smaller than �bproduction [16]),
whose mass is expected to be 250 � 50MeV/c2 higher than the �b mass.

The same �tting procedure applied to the Monte Carlo simulation sample gave:
�bck = 1:74+0:10�0:08 ps and � (b-baryon)= 1:52+0:24�0:14 ps, compatible with the generated av-

erage b-baryon lifetime of 1.56 ps . In the simulation, di�erent samples of b-baryons were
generated with average lifetimes varying in the range 0:75 � 2:25 ps and added in turn
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Table 2: Contributions to the systematic error on the average b-baryon lifetime measured
using �� correlations.

Error source variation level Syst:error(ps)

b�baryon purity 0:61 � 0:07 �0:04
�c decay mode uncertainty one st:dev: [12] �0:02

< Eb > 0:70 � 0:03 �0:01
Mbar 5670 � 70MeV �0:015

�b polarization �0:47� 0:47 �0:01
�(!) = exp[aIW (1� !)] aIW = 1:7+3:3�1:7 �0:01

BR(�b ! �c`�n�)=BR(�b ! �c`�) 0 ! 0:3 �0:06
total syst:error � +0:05

�0:08

Table 3: Correlation matrix between the variables of the lifetime �t.

� � �bck Ffb
� 1:00
�bck �0:12 1:00
Ffb �0:07 �0:18 1:00

to hadronic Z events in which all the other sources of ying background were kept with
constant lifetimes. The number of b-baryons in the sample was chosen to reproduce the

purity observed in the data. The response of the �tting procedure was linear, without
any bias over the whole time interval considered. Summing the systematic uncertainties
listed in table 2 in quadrature gives an overall systematic uncertainty of +0:05�0:08 ps , much
smaller than the statistical uncertainty from the �t.

5 �c` channel

In this section a study of �b semileptonic decays using fully reconstructed �c is pre-
sented, based on the data collected in the 1991 and 1992. Possible sources of �c ( ��c)
`� (`+) in the same jet are �b semileptonic decays, B meson semileptonic decays and
accidental correlations of a �c and a lepton. The �c` combinations from �b decays are
characterized by higher invariant mass and higher transverse and longitudinal momentum
of the lepton than the background pairs from accidental correlations. The contribution of
the B meson semileptonic decay to a �c was estimated to be negligible, by an argument
similar to that used in section 4.

5.1 �
c
selection

The �c was reconstructed via the decay �c ! pK�. This is the most abundant decay
mode but it is accompanied by a large combinatorial background. In order to enhance
the signal, kinematic selection criteria on the �c candidates were optimized using the
simulation. The �c was only accepted if the candidate's momentum was greater than 10
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GeV/c and if the proton momentum was greater than the � momentum and also greater
than 5 GeV/c. The protons and kaons were identi�ed by the RICH or by requiring that

their dE=dx measurements be within 2 standard deviations of the expected values. In
addition, all three tracks were required to have at least 2 hits in the VD, the �2 probability
of the 3-prong �tted vertex was required to exceed 0:01 and the ight distance in the r�
plane, LT , was required to be greater than 350�m. Figure 6 shows the pK� invariant
mass distribution obtained. A �t to the pK� invariant mass distribution using a Gaussian
distribution superimposed on a linear background yields a signal of 137 � 30 events.

5.2 �c` correlations

To improve the �c e�ciency in events with an identi�ed lepton, the cut described
above on the ight distance of the �c candidate was relaxed, requiring only LT > 0: The
�c candidates were paired with identi�ed leptons with momenta greater than 3 GeV/c
within a cone of 45� around the �c direction. The lepton was required to have a pT
greater than 0.6 GeV/c. The total momentum of the lepton and of the �c was required
to be greater than 18 GeV/c and the invariant mass of the �c � (�c e) pair was required

to exceed 3.5 GeV/c2 (3.3 GeV/c2). The M(pK�) invariant mass spectrum of �+

c (��

c )
candidates associated with a `� (`+) in the same jet is shown in �gure 7a. A signal of
29:1�7:5 events (18:5�5:7 �c� and 10:6�4:4 �ce events) around the nominal �cmass is
visible. No peak was found in the pK� mass distribution for �c candidates with a lepton
of the same sign in the same jet (�gure 7b).

The signal in �gure 7a was interpreted as coming from b-baryon! �cl�X decays.
The contribution to the right sign sample from accidental combinations of a �c and a
lepton and from �c-lepton pairs from B meson decay was estimated to be negligible. No
contribution from the �c signal could be attributed to a kinematical reection of a D+

decaying into K�� or a D+

s decaying into KK�.
The simulation of the decay �b ! �c�� gives an overall e�ciency of selection and

reconstruction of (7:2 � 0:6)% in the decay mode �c ! pK�. If one or more pions are
produced in the �b semileptonic decays, the e�ciency becomes (3:07� 0:26)% (assuming
up to a maximum of 30% of decay modes with 1 or 2 pions, in equal amounts) due to
the softer spectrum of the �c and of the �. This e�ect was included in the systematic
uncertainties.

Using the measured rate Br(�c ! pK�) = (4:4�0:6)% [12], this leads to a production
rate:

f(b! b-baryon)�Br(b-baryon! �c��X) = (1:19� 0:34+0:31�0:21)%.

The overall simulated reconstruction e�ciency of (4:6�0:6)% for the decays �b ! �ce�

gives a production rate:

f(b! b-baryon)�Br(b-baryon! �ce�X) = (1:15 � 0:44+0:31�0:21)%.

Assuming lepton universality:

f(b! b-baryon) �Br(b-baryon! �c`�X) = (1:18 � 0:26+0:31�0:21)%.

Table 4 summarizes the di�erent contributions to the systematic error.
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Table 4: Contributions to the total systematic uncertainty on the b-baryon production
rate times the branching ratio to �c`�X.

source of uncertainty variation level Syst:uncertainty(�102)
�b sel: + rec: e�ciency (7:2 � 0:6)% �0:09
�c branching fraction (4:4 � 0:6)% �0:15

�b polarization �0:47� 0:47 �0:09
�(!) = exp[aIW (1� !)] aIW = 1:7+3:3�1:7 �0:06

Br(�b ! �c`�n�)=Br(�b ! �c`�) 0! 0:3 +0:23

total syst:uncertainty � +0:31
�0:21

5.3 Measurement of b-baryon lifetime

In the �c`�X channel, b-baryon candidate vertices were reconstructed using the trajec-
tories of the �c and the lepton to �t a common vertex. The �bmomentum was estimated
with the missing energy technique:

E�b
= Ebeam � Evisible + E�c + E`

where Evisible was the sum of the energies of both charged and neutral particles in the
same hemisphere as the �c. The quantity Ebeam�Evisible measured the neutrino energy in
the b-baryon semileptonic decay (this was not true in the �` analysis, where the �c decay
was not fully reconstructed), provided that only the 3-body �c`� decay mode was present.
In this case, the simulation showed that the momentumused must be scaled by the factor
0:950 � 0:015, where the uncertainty was due to the �nite statistics available.

If one or two additional pions were produced in the �b decay, the estimator gave a
�b energy that was on average respectively 3.5 or 6 GeV too low, but this e�ect was
reduced by the lower e�ciency of the many-� modes with respect to the 0-� mode.

A sample of 28 signal vertices was selected using right sign �c` pairs with 2:260 <
M(pK�) < 2:310 GeV/c2. The b-baryon purity of this sample was determined from a �t
to the data to be (60� 20)%. In a similar way, a sample of 139 background vertices was
selected with wrong sign pairs with 2:085 < M(pK�) < 2:485 GeV/c2 and sideband right
sign pairs (2:085 < M(pK�) < 2:240 GeV/c2 and 2:330 < M(pK�) < 2:485 GeV/c2).

The reconstructed �c track and the lepton were �tted to a common secondary vertex
(the b-baryon candidate decay vertex); the proper time distributions of the signal and
background samples, shown in �gure 7c and 7.d respectively, were �tted with the same
technique used for the study of the �` channel. The result is:

� (b-baryon)= 1:33+0:71�0:42
+0:08
�0:09 ps (�c`�X channel, 28 decays).

with a ying background lifetime of 1:52+0:28�0:21 ps; the correlation matrix of the �t
parameters is shown in table 5. The �tted ying background fraction was 0:63 � 0:05.

The di�erent contributions to the systematic error are shown in table 6. The e�ects of
the �b polarization have been studied with the simulation and found to be negligible.

6 Muon-proton channel

In the analysis of this channel, semileptonic decays of b-baryons were selected by the
presence of a muon and a proton of high momenta and opposite charges in the same jet.
About 500,000 hadronic events recorded in 1992 with the barrel gas RICH operational
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Table 5: Correlation matrix between the variables of the lifetime �t in the �c` sample.

� �bck Ffb
� 1:00
�bck �0:14 1:00

Ffb �0:04 �0:27 1:00

Table 6: Contributions to the systematic error on the average b-baryon lifetime measured
using �c` correlations.

Error source variation level Syst:error(ps)

b�baryon purity 0:60 � 0:20 �0:08
Monte Carlo statistics � �0:02

Mbar 5670 � 70MeV �0:015
Br(�b ! �c`�n�)=Br(�b ! �c`�) 0 ! 0:3 �0:04

total syst:error � +0:08
�0:09

were used. Proton selection used the measurement of the speci�c energy loss in the TPC
(dE=dx) and the detection of Cherenkov photons in the RICH. The proton is thought

to come predominantly from the chain decay b-baryon ! ����c-baryon, c-baryon ! pX.
It is noted that the ight distance of the secondary charm baryon is, on average, much
less than that of its parent, and that the fast proton follows its direction. To allow for
a precise determination of the b-baryon decay vertex, which is essential for the present
analysis, the proton and muon candidates were required to have at least two associated
hits in the Vertex Detector. Detailed simulations showed that 70% of �b ! ����pX
decays gave rise to a reconstructed three-dimensional �-p vertex. These vertices were
distributed around the simulated �b decay vertex with a precision of �300 �m in the r�
plane. The requirement of the detection of the proton in the VD and secondary muon-

proton vertex reconstruction substantially reduced backgrounds due to tertiary protons:
only (16 � 7)% of the signal was estimated to be protons from non-charmed hyperon
decays in the b-baryon decay chain. This results in an overlap smaller than 5% between
this sample and the �� sample discussed above.

6.1 Signal and background characteristics

The signal muon-proton pairs have the following properties: the muon has hard mo-
mentum (p�) and transverse momentum (pT ) spectra, the proton has a hard momentum
(pp) spectrum, the muon and proton form a secondary vertex and they have opposite
charge. The background is due to genuine protons which do not come from from b-baryon
decays and to pions and kaons misidenti�ed as protons, as well as charged hadrons faking
muons.

The background involving genuine protons was almost completely eliminated by re-
quiring the proton momentum to be above 8.5 GeV/c and the muon momentum above

4 GeV/c. The background involving fake protons is dominated by charged kaons. At
low pT the muon-kaon pairs are predominantly of opposite charge whereas at high pT the
background is mostly same sign pairs. This ip in the charge correlation of the back-
ground involving kaons is caused by semileptonic b-hadron decays b! c����� followed by
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a c! sX transition dominating at high pT and semileptonic decays of primary and sec-
ondary charm hadrons c! s�+�� dominating at low pT . Because of this, the procedure

of removing events below a given transverse momentum of the muon and subtracting the
wrong charge correlation, used in the analyses of �` and �c` channels, was not followed.

Instead, a global �t (see section 6.3) to the muon pT spectrum, the hadron dE=dx

distribution and the proper time distribution of reconstructed muon-hadron vertices was
applied to the separate samples of muon-hadron pairs enriched in protons, kaons and pions
simultaneously. These samples were obtained with the use of the RICH as explained in the
next section. In this way the yield of b-baryon signal and its average lifetimewas extracted
using all charged hadron identi�cation information and minimizing the dependence on
the simulation.

6.2 Sample De�nition

6.2.1 Hadron Identi�cation

Hadronsy were selected in a momentum range where energetic kaons and protons could
be separated by the gas radiator of the RICH, namely p � 8:5 GeV/c. In this range,
the expected mean number of Cherenkov photons detected for a kaon by the RICH was
greater than 1.5. Protons up to 16 GeV/c are below the Cherenkov threshold. K/p
separation was e�ective up to 30 GeV/c and covered most of the high momentum part
of the spectrum of the signal protons.

Using the information provided by the RICH, four separate samples of energetic
charged hadrons were de�ned:

� the proton sample. This contained tracks whose proton hypothesis probability ex-
ceeded 90%. This cut suppressed kaons and pions su�ciently to make the p:K:�
ratio approximately 1:1:1.

� the kaon sample. This contained tracks whose kaon hypothesis probability exceeded
80%. This cut removed all protons and gave a K/� ratio greater than 2.

� the pion sample. This required that the pion hypothesis probability exceeded 25%

and that more than 5 Cherenkov photons were compatible with the pion hypothesis.
All protons and kaons in this data set were suppressed by this cut.

� the unresolved hadron sample taking all tracks not accepted in the previous three
samples.

The composition of these samples was determined using dE=dx measurement from the
TPC. In the momentum range above 8.5 GeV/c pions, kaons and protons are on the

relativistic rise of the dE=dx. The mean values of their energy loss di�er by approximately
constant amounts from � 4 GeV/c up to � 25 GeV/c. Requiring at least 30 hit TPC
wires to analyse a track, the ratios dE

dx
=Tj(p) of the measured mean energy loss to the

momentum dependent theoretical values Tj(p) (j = p,K,�) have Gaussian distributions
with a common precision of �7%. The consistency between the theoretical and observed
speci�c ionization was checked on the four samples described above. This ensured a
very good parameterization of the speci�c ionization measurement, independent of the
simulation.

6.2.2 Muon-Hadron Selection

The selection procedure consisted of three sets of cuts, which will be referred to in the
determination of the selection e�ciency (section 6.4):

y
In what follows hadron stands for a charged particle not identi�ed as a muon.
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1. Event and muon selection: In addition to the hadronic event selection described in
section 3 a successfully reconstructed primary vertex was required, formed by at

least three charged tracks with the �2 probability of the vertex �t greater then 1%.
The muon candidate selection (section 3.2) was complemented by the requirement
that the muon candidate had at least two associated hits in the Vertex Detector
and a momentum above 4 GeV/c. These cuts de�ned the event sample used for the
determination of the number of muons from b decay (see section 6.4) and to which
the muon-hadron vertex search was applied.

2. Hadron track quality cuts: hadrons were accepted when the information from the
RICH was available for the hadron track, when the hadron track had at least two
associated hits in the Vertex Detector, and more than 30 wires used for the dE=dx

measurement.
3. Muon-hadron vertex de�nition: muon-hadron pairs were accepted when the hadron

had a momentum above 8.5 GeV/c, when the muon and the hadron were in the same
jet, when the muon-hadron secondary vertex had a probability greater than 1%, and
the error on the distance �V between the primary and the secondary vertices was
smaller than 1mm.

Combining these three sets of cuts with the RICH selection described in the previous

section, four samples of muon-hadron pairs were obtained: the muon-proton sample (�p)
and the muon-kaon (�K), muon-pion (��) and muon-unresolved (�X) control samplesz.

6.3 b-baryon Lifetime

6.3.1 Global Fit Procedure

A maximum likelihood �t was used to estimate the number of muon-proton pairs from
b-baryon decays and the average lifetime of b-baryons.

For each �-hadron event, the dE=dx, the signed muon transverse momentum p
(S)
T =

S � pT (where S = +1 for the right sign and S = �1 for the wrong sign correlation), and
t = �V =(pbar=Mbar), where �V is the distance of the �-hadron vertex from the primary
vertex, were considered as a set of three independent measurements. The last quantity

estimated the b-baryon proper time assuming the event belongs to the signal. To compute
it, the b-baryon momentum pbar was evaluated using a linear relationship with respect
to j ~p� + ~ppj obtained in the simulation (� �16% accuracy at 13 GeV/c and � �6% at
35 GeV/c).

Six classes of events were distinguished: (1) the signal, the backgrounds involving (2)
protons, (3) kaons from b-hadron decays, (4) other kaons, (5) pions from b-hadron decays
and (6) other pions.

Each class had its own probability density function (pdf ) being the product of the
three pdf 's associated to each of the measured quantities:

P(p(S)T ; dE
dx
; tjclass) = P?(p

(S)
T jclass) � P dE

dx
(dE
dx
; � dE

dx
jclass) � Pt(t; �tjclass)

The P? probability density functions were taken from the simulation. In this pdf
the distinction between di�erent 'kaon' classes (3 and 4) and 'pion' classes (5 and 6)
were preserved to allow for variations in the muon transverse momentum distributions
resulting from the two components of the backgrounds of kaons and pions.

z
In the following, the notation �i will be used to refer generically to one of these four samples.
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The P dE
dx
probability density function was taken to be:

P dE
dx
(dE
dx
; � dE

dx
jj) = 1p

2�� dE
dx

exp

0
@�(dE

dx
=Tj � 1)2

2� dE
dx

2

1
A

where Tj were momentumdependent theoretical mean values of the dE=dx for the hadron
from the class j.

The signal Pt probability density function was parameterized as a convolution of an
exponential decay probability density function of mean ��p and a Gaussian resolution
function. The kaon and pion background Pt probability density functions were taken as
linear combinations of a ying part (fraction fBGD(K or �) described by a convolution of
an exponential decay of e�ective lifetime �BGD(K or �), and a resolution function) and a
'non ying' part (fraction 1-fBGD described by a resolution function alone). These four

parameters, �BGD(K), �BGD(�), fBGD(K) and fBGD(�), were determined by the �t. For the
Pt probability density function of the proton background two extreme parameterizations
were used: the pion one and a Gaussian parameterization. The �nal results were obtained
by averaging the results of the �ts performed with these two parameterizations of the
proton background Pt pdf , taking half of the di�erence as a contribution to the systematic
error.

The following negative log-likelihood function was minimized by the �t:

L = �X
�i

N�iX
n=1

ln

0
@

6X

class=1

F(classj�i)P([p(S)T ; dE
dx
; t]njclass) ;

1
A

where N�i was the population of sample �i and F(classj�i) was the fraction of events in
sample �i coming from the given class. The 24 composition parameters F(classj�i) were
constrained by four normalization conditions (one for each sample):

P
6

j=1 F(jj�i) = 1.
Moreover, the relative contents F(jj�i)=F(j + 1j�i) of the proton classes (j = 1), the
kaon classes (j = 3) and the pion classes (j = 5) were the same in each sample. This
left 11 independent fractions to be determined by the �t. The proton content in the
three control samples and the kaon content in the �� sample were found by the �t to be

compatible with zero and were �xed to zero in the �nal �t, leaving only seven composition
parameters to be determined. The systematic e�ect introduced by this assumption was
taken into account in the contributions from the background composition.

6.3.2 Results of the Fit

The �t was performed with 125 events of the �p sample, 243 events of the �K sample,
295 events of the �� sample and 369 events of the �X sample.

The projections of the �t space onto the p
(S)
T , � = (dE

dx
=Tp � 1)=� dE

dx
and t axes are

shown in �gures 8, 9, and 10 respectively. The purity of the signal can be read from

�gure 11 where additional cuts on p
(S)
T > 0:7GeV/c and � < 1:5 were applied to the �p

sample. The number of signal events present in the muon-proton sample was estimated
to be N(�p from b-baryon) = 28:9+6:7�6:2

+1:8
�2:6

+0:9
�0:4 : The average lifetime of b-baryons was

estimated to be

��p =
n
1:27+0:35�0:29 � 0:09(syst:exp:)� 0:02(syst:theory)

o
ps :

The �rst systematic error was due to the measurement procedure, whereas the second
represents the inuence of unknown b-baryon properties.
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The estimates of the seven composition variables chosen as �t parameters, together
with the �ve variables involved in the lifetime part of the likelihood function are reported

in table 7.
The correlation matrix for the variable parameters is given in table 8. The \compo-

sition" parameters (P1 � P7) and the \lifetime" parameters (P8 � P12) are practically
uncorrelated. There was no parameter correlated to the mean b-baryon lifetime (P8) by
more than �12%.

Table 7: The result of the maximum likelihood �t of the average b-baryon lifetime and
the composition of the selected samples. The �rst error quoted comes from the �t, the
second is half the di�erence between the results corresponding to the two di�erent proton
background parameterizations.

Parameter Result

P1: fraction of signal in the �p sample 0.233 +

�

0:054
0:050 � 0.002

P2: ratio (signal)/(all p) 0.75 � 0.15 � 0.02
P3: ratio (K from b)/(all K) 0.557 +

�

0:053
0:051 � 0.001

P4: ratio (� from b)/(all �) 0.453 +

�

0:057
0:056 � 0.001

P5: fraction of kaons in the �p sample 0.354 +

�

0:105
0:095 � 0.009

P6: fraction of kaons in the �K sample 0.858 +

�

0:039
0:038 � 0.001

P7: fraction of kaons in the �X sample 0.467 +

�

0:044
0:042 � 0.001

P8: average lifetime of b-baryon��p 1.27 +

�

0:35
0:29 � 0.03 ps

P9: �BGD(K) 1.51 +

�

0:29
0:25 � 0.002 ps

P10: �BGD(�) 1.84 +

�

0:19
0:17 � 0.001 ps

P11: fBGD(K) 0.64 � 0.09 � 0.001
P12: fBGD(�) 0.731 +

�

0:047
0:050 � 0.000

6.3.3 Fit Systematics

The parameters P3 and P4 describe the relative amount of true kaons and pions arising
from b-hadron decays among all kaons and pions. To examine relevant systematic e�ects,
three approaches were taken: (1) three di�erent de�nitions of these parameters were used
(a) K (�) from b

all K (�)
, (b) K (�) and � from b

all K (�)
, (c) K (�) and direct � from b

all K (�)
; (2) these fractions were �xed to

the Monte-Carlo prediction; (3) �K or �X samples were excluded from the �t. The
maximal variation of the �t results was taken as a contribution (\K, � bkg composition"
in table 9).

To evaluate possible systematics related to the parameterization of the P? probability
density function of the proton background class, this class was divided into four groups

characterized by very di�erent p
(S)
T spectra of the accompanying muon: (1a) right sign

muons from b-hadron decays, (1b) wrong sign muons from b-hadron decays, (2a) other
right sign muon candidates (2b) other wrong sign muon candidates. From the set of these
four groups, 14 non-trivial subsets can be chosen (4 containing one group, 6 containing
two groups and 4 containing three groups). The �t was performed 14 times with the
P? probability density function of the proton background sample determined after the
chosen subset was scaled up by a factor of 2. The maximal variation was taken as an
estimate of the systematic e�ects (\p bkg composition" in table 9).

The results quoted were obtained with pT calculated including the muon candidate in
the jet. To evaluate systematic errors, pT was replaced (1) by pT

out calculated excluding
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Table 8: Correlation matrix for the �t parameters. The de�nitions of the parameters are

given in table 7.
P1
.40 P2
.06 .05 P3
-.04 -.01 -.03 P4
-.19 .62 .00 .03 P5
-.01 -.01 -.11 .08 .00 P6
-.01 -.01 -.13 .07 .00 .02 P7
-.01 .09 .00 .01 .09 -.00 -.01 P8
.02 -.01 -.01 -.01 -.00 .01 .03 -.12 P9
.01 .01 -.00 -.01 .02 .00 .01 -.02 -.12 P10
-.05 -.03 -.02 -.02 .04 -.00 .05 -.04 -.22 0.05 P11
-.01 .01 .00 .01 .00 .02 -.01 -.00 .02 -.20 -.22 P12

the muon candidate from the jet and (2) by the quadratic sum
q
(pT 2 + (p�=10)2). All

three de�nitions were tested with several binnings. The maximal variation was taken as

a contribution to the systematic error (\pT binning/de�nition" in table 9).
In the likelihood function, the Pt probability density function was used only for the

right sign muon-proton sample, and optionally for the part above some pT cut. Outside
this sample Pt pdf's were �xed to a constant value for all classes. The result was found
to be stable within 2% in the range of pT cut from 0 GeV/c (no cut) to 0.7 GeV/c as can
be seen in the �gure 12. For higher cut values, the b-baryon lifetime begins to uctuate
within increasing statistical error.

The �t procedure was tested in the following way. From the available statistics of signal
muon-proton pairs in simulated b-baryon decays passing all the selection cuts, di�erent

sets of 28 pairs each were randomly chosen; from each of them a larger test sample of
muon-hadron pairs was formed by adding a number of muon-unresolved hadron pairs
randomly chosen from real data, in such a way as to reproduce in the test sample the
signal fraction 0.23 observed in the data. The generated lifetime of the b-baryon in the
simulation was 1.3 ps. The whole �t was repeated several times with the data muon-
proton sample replaced by one of the test samples described above. The distributions of
the �t result for the proton signal fraction P1 and for the average b-baryon lifetime P8
are shown in �gures 13a,b respectively; their average values reproduced the known input
values of the parameters, with a spread in agreement with the average �t error.

6.4 Branching Ratio

The number of signal events found by the �t was used for the calculation of the
following production rate:

f(b ! b-baryon)�BR(b-baryon! p����X) = (0:49� 0:11 � 0:06+0:14�0:09)%.
The �rst systematic error is due to the measurement procedure, whereas the second

represents the inuence of unknown b-baryon properties. Systematic e�ects are sumarized
in table 10. The total experimental systematic error results from the following sources
listed in the table:

� N(�p from b-baryon) is the number of signal events found in the previous section.
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Table 9: Systematic uncertainties in the �t.
source of variation variation level resulting variation of

N(�p from b-baryon) ��p
[events] [ps]

Experimental systematics

dE=dx normalization one stand. dev. �1:2 �0:03
pT binning/de�nition see text +1:2

�2:3 �0:08
K, � bkg composition see text �0:2 �0:01
p bkg composition see text +0:6

�0:3 �0:01
p background Pt pdf see text �0:3 �0:03
boost estimate one stand. dev. | �0:03

total systematic error (measurement) +1:8
�2:6 �0:09

Systematic uncertainty due to unknown b-baryon properties

b-baryon polarization �0:47� 0:47 �0:3 �0:01
�b ! �c���� decay form factor

�(!) = exp[aIW (1� !)] aIW = 1:7+3:3�1:7 �0:1 �0:01
hE(b-baryon)i=E(beam) 0:70 � 0:03 �0:1 �0:01
BR(�b ! �c`��)=BR(�b ! `��X) 1:0! 0:7 +0.9 +0.02

total systematic uncertainty (theory) +0:9
�0:4 �0:02

Table 10: Contributions to the total systematic uncertainty of the b-baryon production

rate times its branching ratio into p�X. (For de�nitions of the e�ciencies �1, �2, �3, �R
and the correction C� see text.)

quantity value contribution �102
Experimental systematics

N(�p from b-baryon) 28.9 +1:8
�2:6(syst.)

+0:03
�0:04

�1 0.376 �0:011 �0:02
�2 0.308 �0:009 �0:02
�3 0.195 �0:012 �0:03
�R 1.0 �0:06 +0:03

Total Systematic Uncertainty (measurement) �0:06
Systematic uncertainty due to unknown b-baryon properties

C� 0.84 �0:07 �0:04
b-baryon polarization �0:47 �0:47 �0:07
�b ! �c���� decay form factor

�(!) = exp[aIW (1� !)] aIW = 1:7 +3:3
�1:7

+0:09
�0:03

hE(b-baryon)i=E(beam) 0.70 �0:03 �0:03
BR(�b ! �c`��)=BR(�b ! `��X) 1:0! 0:7 +0:06

Total Systematic uncertainty (theory) +0:14
�0:09
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� �1 is the e�ciency of the \event and muon" selection (the �rst item in the Section
6.2.2).

� �2 is the e�ciency of the hadron track quality cuts (the second item in the Section
6.2.2). This e�ciency was found in the data.

� �3 is the e�ciency of the additional selection de�ned in the third item of the Section
6.2.2. This e�ciency was found using simulation.

� �R is the e�ciency of the selection of the �p sample with the RICH. This e�ciency
was found by the �t (before �xing to zero proton contents in the control samples).

Entries for the theoretical systematics are similar to those described in the analysis

of the �` channel. C� is the correction due to the residual presence of protons from the
chain decay b-baryon! c-baryon!hyperon!proton.

7 Conclusions

The production and lifetime of the b-baryon has been studied with three di�erent and
complementary methods, relying on the detection of a fast �, a �c and a fast proton
in the same jet as a high pT lepton. The following semi-exclusive branching ratios have
been measured:

f(b! b-baryon)� BR(b-baryon ! �`��`X) = (0:30 � 0:06 � 0:04)%,

f(b! b-baryon)� BR(b-baryon ! �c`��`X) = (1:18� 0:26+0:31�0:21)%,

f(b! b-baryon)� BR(b-baryon! p����X) = (0:49 � 0:11+0:15�0:11)%.

From partially reconstructed b-baryon decay candidates in these three di�erent semi-

leptonic channels, the following values for the average b-baryon lifetime have been mea-
sured:

� (b-baryon) = 1:12+0:30�0:23
+0:05
�0:08 ps (63 decays, �����X channel),

� (b-baryon) = 1:33+0:71�0:42
+0:08
�0:09 ps (28 decays, �c`���X channel),

� (b-baryon) = 1:27+0:35�0:29 � 0:09 ps (47 decays, p����X channel).

The above lifetime determinations rely on completely independent event samples. This
was checked on an event by event basis for the �-proton and �-�c samples, where a
small overlap could not be excluded a priori by the selection criteria discussed above.
The overlap between the � � � and the �-proton samples was found negligible by the
simulation, as discussed in section 6. The common systematics, due to the modelling of
the b-baryon production and decay properties, can be inferred from tables 2, 6 and 7.

Averaging the three results, under the assumption that the di�erent b-baryon species
enter in the same proportion in the decay channels considered (all of them are expected
in fact to be largely dominated by the �b baryon), gives the mean b-baryon lifetime:

� (b-baryon) = 1:21+0:21�0:18 � 0:04(exp:syst:)+:02�:07(th:syst:) ps.
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Figure 1: a) p�� invariant mass distribution for � candidates with p > 4GeV=c; the curve
is the result of a �t using a Breit-Wigner function, which takes into account the variation
of the mass resolution with the momentum of the decaying tracks, and a polynomial

background. b) Background subtracted � momentum spectrum (dots: data; histogram:
Monte Carlo simulation) ; c) �! p�� reconstruction e�ciency computed in the simula-
tion.
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Figure 2: Distribution of p� invariant mass for �candidates correlated to high pT leptons
in the same jet: a) right-sign pairs; b) wrong-sign pairs. The data are shown by the points;
the simulation, normalised to the total number of hadronic Z decays, as a histogram: the

contribution from b-baryon decay is shown double-hatched, while the background from
fragmentation �'s is shown single-hatched. The curves show the result of the �t described
in the text.
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Figure 3: Subtracted spectrum (right sign - wrong sign) in the data (dots) for: a)

� momentum, b) lepton transverse momentum, c) the sum of the � and lepton mo-
menta and d) �` invariant mass. The histograms show the simulation for the b-baryon
signal.
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Figure 4: � signal for reconstructed ��� vertices of a) right sign and b) wrong sign
respectively; c) lifetime distribution for 63 b-baryon candidates (hatched area in the �mass

plot); the full lines represent the result of the �t described in the text; the dotted-dashed
line is the estimated b-baryon contribution, the dashed and dotted lines represent the
ying and not-ying background respectively, determined from d) the lifetime distribution
of the background sample, ��� vertices with wrong sign or p� mass outside the above
range.
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Figure 5: Ratio between estimated and generated �b momentum predicted by the simu-
lation for the decay channel �b ! �c��. The curve is the result of a Gaussian �t to the

distribution.
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Figure 6: �c inclusive signal for reconstructed pK� vertices. The curve is the result of a
�t to the distribution using a Gaussian superimposed on a linear background.
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Figure 7: a,b) pK� invariant mass distribution for �c` pairs of opposite sign and same sign
respectively; c,d) proper time distributions for b-baryon signal and background sample.
The curves are as in �gure 4.
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Figure 8: Projection of the data distribution onto

the p
(S)
T axis (where p

(S)
T is signed transverse mo-

mentum of the muon. Its positive values corre-
spond to the right sign combination (muon and
hadron have opposite charges), whereas negative
values to the wrong sign one (same sign �{hadron
pairs). Points with error bars (data) are com-

pared to the �t (uppermost curve) decomposed
into six classes shown with di�erent hatching.
The four plots shown correspond to the four sam-
ples used in the �t.
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Figure 9: Projection of the data distribution onto the � axis. Points with error bars
(data) are compared to the �t represented by the uppermost curve. This curve is the
sum of the p, K, � contributions, shown with Gaussians centered at � = 0:0; 1:1; 3:05
respectively. The four plots correspond to the four samples used in the �t: a) �p sample
(the signal content is hatched); b) �K sample; c) �� sample; d) �X sample.
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Figure 10: Projection of the data distribution onto the proper time axis for

p
(S)
T > 0:7GeV/c. The data are represented by points with the error bars, the �t is
shown with up-most continuous lines: a) �p sample { the signal is shown double hatched;

b) �K sample { the kaon content is shown single hatched; c) �� sample; d) �X { the
kaon content is shown single hatched.
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Figure 11: Projections of the �p sample onto (a) p
(S)
T axis with a cut � < 1:5, (b) �

axis with a cut p
(S)
T > 0:7GeV/c and (c) proper time axis with both cuts applied. The

signal content is shown double hatched (the hatching on the �gure (a) is explained in the

caption to the �gure 8).
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Figure 12: Study of the stability of the b-baryon lifetime determination with respect to
a given muon transverse momentum cut. The width of the double hatched area shows
the uncertainty due to parameterization of the proton background Pt e�ective lifetime
(the lower border was obtained with the pion parameterization, the uper one with zero
e�ective lifetime). Vertical bars shows the symmetric error of the �t.
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Figure 13: Results of the toy Monte Carlo simulation described in the text { points with
error bars { are �tted with Gaussians for a) estimated signal yield (input value = 28,
output mean value = 26, RMS = 6); b) estimated b-baryon lifetime (input value = 1.3 ps,
output mean value = 1.29 ps, RMS = 0.24 ps).


